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Last night Julie Bindel claimed to have been physically
attacked.  
 
I know you already know that, dear reader, but hear me
out here...

Today, she said that she’d almost been attacked.  

 

(I know you know that too...)

Between these two statements, lots of good, decent people jumped in to condemn

violence.  

 

In most circumstances that would be good, violence is bad.  

 

Except, there was no violence here, even if you take JB at her word, at worst, there

was ‘almost’ violence.

@TerfBlocker told me, many moons ago, that turfs lie, I thought she was over stating

things but I was wrong, they lie by manipulating a conversation around ‘trans

violence’.

They’re so good at it, that they’ve cause us to internalise that transphobia, so we

respond with condemnation to their lies about violence, giving them credibility.  

 

Condemn violence if and when you see it happening but wait until you see it.

JB’s initial claims are a lie but that doesn’t matter, that she was ‘duffed up’ has

already passed into turf lore and we’ll be fighting that lie for a long time, just like we
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still fighting the lie about the ‘bomb threat’.

Stop letting turfs set this agenda, don’t respond with condemnation, excuses or

examples of violence against the trans community. Just ask for evidence and keep

asking for evidence.

More clarity from the Standard.  

 

The Londoner: Feminist 'lunged at' by trans activist
CONTROVERSIAL feminist writer Julie Bindel says she was “lunged” at last night
by an activist who had to be restrained by security guards. Bindel, co-founder of
Justice For Women, was leaving a panel…

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/londoners-diary/the-londoner-feminist-lunged-at-by-tr…

This is a real change of tune from last night.  

 

Edinburgh LGBT+ committee resigns over 'transphobic hate on campus'
University staff network say their opposition to feminist event with speakers critical
of transgender reforms was censored

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/jun/06/edinburgh-lgbt-committee-resigns-ov…
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